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Overview
Glowquest is a traditional dungeon crawler with a focus on combat, exploration, and improving your heroes. 
Distinguishing features include active and engaging combat (even in cramped 5x5 rooms), "roguelike" choosing of 
abilities, a wide variety of interesting options and meaningful choices every turn, and a role based cooperative experience. 
Players will create heroes to travel into randomized dungeons, which are represented with square grid tiles from Advanced 
Heroquest. The game is designed for 1-3 players who each take on a role from the classic "holy trinity" of Defense 
(tank), Offense (dps), and Utility (support). There is no requirement to have an extra player as a dungeon master who 
runs the game. Heroes will spend Surges (marked with ↝) to activate different Benefit cards to try to defeat their 
opponents.

Components and Setup
To play you need:

• Advanced Heroquest tiles
• Miniatures for heroes and monsters
• Card decks for Defense, Offense, Utility, Equipment, and Passive
• Hero sheets and monster sheets TODO Monster Controller
• Dice: Multiple D12s and D6s (for general play), a D20 and D4 (for dungeon generation)
• Dice: Set of small D6s used for marking magnitude of Ongoing and other Effects
• Effect tokens (Unsteady, Fragile, Weak, Stun, Immobile) - labelled wooden circles
• Glow tokens - wooden cubes
• Resolve tokens - glass beads, gems, or coins

To start each player performs Hero Creation. Then the party puts Resolve tokens and the rest of the components in easy 
reach, places the Stairs Up dungeon tile, and begins the game.

Hero Creation
Each player controls 1 hero, and the party must contain all different Roles. Heroes start with the following statistics 
depending on their Role:

Role Speed Grit Hitpoints

Defense 4 8 10
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Offense 7 7 8

Utility 5 6 12

Next Gain from your Role deck OR the Equipment deck. Repeat this a total of 3 times. Then Gain from the Passive 
deck 1 time.

Gain
To Gain a card choose a deck and draw 3 cards, then you have to keep 1 card. The other 2 cards are discarded. The 
person drawing can choose to reshuffle the deck afterwards or not. When there are no cards left in a deck the discards 
must be shuffled.

Equipment
Each hero can carry a maximum of: 1 Main Hand, 1 Off Hand, 1 Armor, 1 Amulet, 1 Ring, and 1 Boots card from the 
Equipment deck. These can be traded between heroes anytime outside of an Encounter.

Winning and Losing
Once suitable heroes have been created the dungeon expedition can begin. The party gets a set amount of Resolve based 
on how challenging and difficult they want the game to be:

Easy 4 Resolve

Normal 3 Resolve

Hard 2 Resolve

Anytime a hero goes Unconscious the party loses 1 Resolve.

The heroes win their expedition if they complete their Quest: clear 4 small/big rooms and 1 Quest room of monsters. 
They lose if they ever need to reduce Resolve and have none (0) remaining, or if all the heroes are all Unconscious at 
the same time.

Exploration
Heroes enter the dungeon from a Stairs Up tile. Heroes can setup however they like on the stairs. Then begin 
generating the dungeon using the tables and process below.

Exploration   Phase  
Heroes go in a round robin fashion using their Exploration Phase to move up to double their Speed to delve through 
passages and rooms until an Encounter starts.

Once monsters appear (either in a passage or from opening a door) the current Exploration Phase ends and an 
Encounter begins, with the triggering hero having the first Encounter Turn.
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Generating Passages and Rooms
Whenever a hero reaches an unattached end to a passage, corner of a junction, or opens the door to a room roll a D20 
(dungeon), D6 (monster), and D4 (glow) and refer to the tables below to generate what the party explores. They do not 
need to explore like this if already in an Encounter.

Passages (D20)
D20 
Roll

Length End Doors

1 1 passage T-Junction 1 door

2 1 passage T-Junction 1 door

3 2 passage T-Junction 1 door

4 2 passage T-Junction 1 door

5 1 passage Right Turn -

6 1 passage Right Turn 1 door

7 2 passage Right Turn 1 door

8 2 passage Right Turn 1 door

9 1 passage Left Turn -

10 1 passage Left Turn 1 door

11 2 passage Left Turn 1 door

12 2 passage Left Turn 1 door

13 1 passage No end piece -

14 1 passage No end piece 1 door

15 1 passage No end piece 1 door

16 1 passage Dead End -

17 1 passage Dead End 1 door

18 2 passage Dead End 1 door

19 1 passage 4-way Junction -

20 1 passage 4-way Junction 1 door

Passage Monsters (D6)
* Don't roll unless each hero has an Exploration Phase since the last Encounter

1-2: Monsters
3-6: No monsters

Rooms (D20)
* Automatically a Quest room when at least 4 other rooms have been found
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D20 Roll Type Doors

1-6 Big (will have a Champion) -

7-8 Big (will have a Champion) 1 door

9-18 Small -

19-20 Small 1 door

Special Quest (will have a Lord) -

Room Monsters (D6)
1: Extra Monsters TODO Monster Controller

2-6: Monsters

Amount of Glow (D4)
* Remember that each unused Glow at the end of an Encounter / with no Encounter gives the party +1 Shield

D4 Roll Passage Result Small Room Result Big/Quest Room Result

1 None None None

2 None None 1 Glow

3 None 1 Glow 2 Glow

4 1 Glow 2 Glow 3 Glow

Broken Dungeon Generation
If there are not enough dungeon pieces for a section that is generated, use less to try to fit. For example use 1 passage 
instead of 2, or take pieces from earlier in the dungeon. If you are out of Big rooms use a Small room instead and vice 
versa. If you don't have any 4-way Junctions left use a T-Junction instead or a Right/Left Turn. If a Dead End would 
close off an incomplete dungeon re-roll. Similarly if the dungeon isn't fitting well together, try using a different corner, 
or longer passage. Common sense applies to make up for the odd situation with random generation.

If a dungeon is completely unsolvable, which means you are entirely out of pieces and haven't won by completing the 
Quest yet, end the current passage with Stairs Down, and generate an entirely new floor. Stairs Down are otherwise 
never used.

Glow
Part of the reason heroes adventure into dungeons is to harvest valuable Glow which is used in magic spells, potions, 
and even equipment. But Glow can also be used in the dungeon by heroes to provide assistance.

Interacting with Glow
Any squares containing Glow cannot be moved through. If an entity is force moved into Glow, apply Ongoing 3 to 
them.
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All Glow provides a choice of Benefits that an adjacent hero can utilize by spending Surges as normal. Once activated 
remove the Glow to show it is consumed.

Any Glow that is not consumed by the end of an Encounter or Exploration provides every hero in the party with +1 
Shield.

Glow Benefits
TODO - See Master List for Glow Benefits

Encounters and Combat
An Encounter starts when a hero can see a monster, which is normally after Exploring a new passage or room. The 
Encounter ends when all the heroes are Unconscious or all the monsters are dead. At the end of an Encounter all 
Effects, Reflect, and Shield are removed and the heroes are healed to maximum Hitpoints and will Level Up.

The heroes always get the first Encounter Turn, which goes to whichever hero triggered seeing the monsters, such as the 
hero that opened a door to a room. Then play proceeds clockwise around the table, with each conscious hero taking a 
monster Turn (TODO Monster Controller) after each of their own.

Generally players sit at the table so that their order is Defense, Offense, Utility.

Encounter   Turn  
Perform these steps:

1. Roll a D6 to see how many Surges (↝) you get for this Turn. Always re-roll a result of 1 once.
2. Attack one time per Turn, and activate as many Benefits as desired, in any order

At the end of the turn:
3. Resolve any Effects on yourself (such as recovery from Heal or damage from Ongoing)
4. Remove any Turn duration Effects
5. Remove any Short duration Effects that were applied earlier than this Turn

Durations
Effects have a duration:

1. Turn: Until the end of this Turn
2. Short: Until the end of the target's next Turn
3. Long: Until the end of the encounter

The duration will be written beside the Effect, such as "+1 to-hit (Turn)" or "+1 Grit (Short)". If unspecified, assume 
the duration is Long, such as "Ongoing 1" or "Weak 1". 

Benefits
Cards can be activated and used by spending their Surge cost. Apply any effect listed on them, such as bonus damage, 
buffs, healing, effects, etc.
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Unless a hero has a Pattern (such as Ranged) or their Benefit lists the target as "any" (such as "any enemy") then their 
Benefits can only apply to themselves or adjacent entities.

Heroes and monsters always have their Basic Benefits available:
TODO - See Master List for Basic Benefits

TODO Some more rules now that cards are coming together, such as Long Effect only being usable once at a time, 
etc.

Checks
Some Benefits and situations call for a Check, such as "Check 4+". This means immediately roll a D6, and pass the 
Check if the result is greater than or equal to the listed number, otherwise the Check fails.

Mov  ing  
As part of some Benefits you can move up to the listed amount or your Speed (in squares) in any direction, including 
diagonal. You can move through ally squares but not enemies, and can never end in the same square as another entity. 
Voluntarily moving while adjacent to an enemy is dangerous and is considered Leaving Combat.

Doors
Heroes can open a door for 1 Speed. Doors cannot be closed. Entities can move through doors from any combination 
of directions, even diagonal.

Leaving Combat
If someone wants to move while already adjacent to an enemy, the moving entity needs to decide to either:

1. Flee: Apply Unsteady 1 to self, then continue to move
2. Dodge: Check 4+ to continue moving, otherwise stop and don't move in any way for the rest of this 

Turn

This choice can happen multiple times in a Turn, but only once per enemy that is moved past in this way.

Attack
Declare a primary target enemy who must be adjacent, unless the attacker has a Pattern (such as Ranged or Reach). 
Then roll a D12 for the to-hit roll. This can be modified by Benefits.

If the total to-hit roll is greater than or equal to the target's Grit the attack was a successful hit, otherwise the attack 
missed. Immediately after rolling apply Momentum, and then handle the Damage if the attack hit.

Momentum
Immediately after resolving a hit or missed attack, and before applying any Damage, a forced movement called 
Momentum is performed. If the attack was a successful hit the target is pushed 1 square directly backwards and the 
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attacker must follow into the adjacent vacated square (does not count as Leaving Combat). If the attack missed then the 
attacker is pushed backwards by the target instead, who then follows up.

If the attack hit multiple targets, only the primary target is affected by Momentum. If the attacker was distant (such as 
from Ranged) then Momentum still applies, except the attacker first pushes the target as above, and then follows 1 
square towards the target (instead of into the adjacent vacated square).

If the push cannot be completed, such as being against a wall or other entity, then the pusher chooses a diagonal square 
(or if still blocked then a square to the left or right side) from the target instead. If all those squares are filled then 
another entity can be pushed backwards (using the same rules) first, followed by the target who goes into the empty 
square.

If there is ever a choice on what squares to use, the winner of the exchange chooses (so attacker on hit, target on miss). 
There should never be a case where Momentum does not result in a change of positions.

Damage
All attacks do a set amount of base damage, instead of randomized. The attacker can choose any base damage value 
available to them (such as from their Role or a weapon Equipment card). The base damage of the attacker can be 
modified by Benefits, and then may be reduced by enemy Reflect, Shield, and Armor. The result is the total damage, 
which is used to reduce the enemy's Hitpoints by that amount. A monster at 0 Hitpoints is killed and removed from 
the dungeon. A hero at 0 Hitpoints falls Unconscious (and the party loses 1 Resolve). You do not need to track below 
0 Hitpoints.

When applying damage process your defensive layers first: Reflect, Shield, and then Armor before reducing Hitpoints. 
Note that each step is mandatory, and this operation may result in 0 damage being done.

Reflect is temporary damage absorption that also returns damage to the attacker. So 5 damage against 3 Reflect would 
result in 0 Reflect remaining, return 3 damage to the attacker, and then result in 2 damage done to the target.
Note that returned damage cannot then be Reflected back by the attacker (but can still be absorbed with Reflect) and 
doesn't activate if the damage came from yourself. Also hitting multiple targets that have Reflect (such as from a Cleave 
pattern) applies the Reflect from each target.
Reflect is set to 0 at the end of an Encounter.

Shield is temporary damage absorption. So 6 damage against 3 Shield would result in 0 Shield remaining and then 
result in 6 damage done to the target.
Shield is set to 0 at the end of an Encounter.

Armor is damage reduction, so 4 damage against 3 Armor results in 1 damage done to the target. Armor is never 
depleted by use, but can be bypassed by Benefits.
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A more complex example is a hero with 2 Reflect, 2 Shield, and 1 Armor getting hit for 7 damage. The Reflect reduces 
the incoming damage to 5 (7-2, with 2 returned to the attacker), then Shield takes this to 3 (5-2), and finally the 
Armor reduces the damage to 2 (3-1). The hero would lose 2 Hitpoints, and have 0 Reflect, 0 Shield, and 1 Armor left.

Another example is a hero with 6 Reflect, 2 Shield, and 0 Armor getting hit for 4 damage. The Reflect takes the 
damage to 0 and returns 4 damage to the attacker. The hero is left with 2 Reflect and the 2 Shield is untouched.

Unconscious
A hero at 0 Hitpoints is Unconscious. Remove all Effects from them (even positive ones). An Unconscious hero will 
take special truncated Turns until recovered. To remember place the miniature face down. When Unconscious a hero 
does not roll for Surges and cannot move or attack. Instead they chose one option for their Turn, after which their Turn 
immediately ends.

1. Try to Recover: Check 6+ to heal to maximum Hitpoints
2. Throw Rock: Do 2 base damage to any enemy
3. Crawl Away: Move 3, does not count as Leaving Combat

Monsters will never intentionally attack an Unconscious hero.

Healing
Healing works the opposite way of damage, so that if a hero is at 2 Hitpoints and receives a Heal 3 they would go to 
5 Hitpoints. An entity can never be healed above their maximum Hitpoints.

Pattern
Some Benefits have a pattern that will affect multiple squares.

Any additional entities are only affected if the attack succeeds on the primary target.

• Ranged: Attack primary target any number of squares away, with line of sight, and can attack through other 
entities.

• Reach: Attack primary target 1 square away in any direction, and can attack through other entities.
• Line: Base damage any entities in the 2 squares directly behind the primary target.
• Sweep: Base damage the entities beside the primary target in the left and right squares.
• Radius: Base damage all entities within X number of squares of the primary target. For example Radius 2 would 

be everyone within 2 squares.
• Cleave: Base damage another enemy adjacent to the attacker.
• Bounce: Base damage another enemy within X squares. For example Bounce 4 would be someone within 4 

squares.

Level Up
After every Encounter the heroes Level Up.
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Each hero can Gain 1 Benefit from either their Role deck or the Equipment deck OR they can discard 1 existing Benefit 
to Gain 1 from the Passive deck.

Monsters
Categories
There are three categories of monsters:

1. Minion: Standard rank and file dungeon creatures. Normally outnumbering the heroes, but weaker in a stand up 
fight.

2. Champion: Impressive leader monsters with more Skills and Abilities who are more than a match for a single 
hero. Their name is written to note this category, such as "Champion Orc Berserker".

3. Lord: Single most powerful monster in the dungeon who can slay an entire party themselves. Their name is 
unique instead of just a monster type, such as "Lord Girdan the Savage".

Each can have a Role just like the heroes. Some Benefits will only work on certain categories, such as a Champion 
being immune to a certain Benefit.

Monster Turn -   TODO Monster Controller  
After a hero's Turn, they take a monster Turn, which is done in the same way with Move, Attack, Surges, etc. Randomly 
determine which monster to use based on the Monster Sheet, to add some uncertainty and unexpected avenues of attack 
against the heroes.

The heroes should endeavour to utilize monsters as effectively as possible and not "pull punches". To facilitate this if a 
monster knocks a hero Unconscious that monster will provide an additional bonus if killed. This is called a Bounty.

Having said that, monsters will still act as if the heroes statistics and abilities are unknown. For example they may still 
attack someone who has 5 Reflect even if it means killing themselves.

Setup Distance
When monsters are encountered, they should be setup by the heroes using the Setup Distance in squares. For example a 
Goblin Archer with a Setup Distance of 4 would be setup no closer than 4 squares away from the heroes, whereas a 
Goblin Assassin with a Setup Distance of 1 would be setup adjacent to the heroes. If the monsters cannot be setup due 
to space restrictions, try to follow the Setup Distance as closely as possible (for example setting up 3 squares away with 
a Setup Distance of 4 when there are no other options).

Note that monsters outside of a room can be setup in already explored dungeon sections, such as a passage behind the 
heroes.

Preferred Target
If a monster ever has a choice of target the heroes should refer to the Preferred Target (which specifies a Role) to make 
the decision, instead of having to randomly decide or using similar resolution.
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Patrols
If monsters are encountered outside of a room, such as in a passage, they are considered a Patrol. Randomly choose 1 
monster record to appear initially from the 3 on a standard sheet. Those monsters gain:

3  ↝ Reinforcements: At the start of your next Turn setup the remaining monsters from the sheet

What this amounts to is heroes need to quickly and efficiently dispatch the Patrol before more monsters can be 
summoned as reinforcements.

Note that Patrols should be setup to approach from multiple directions instead of all clumped in a single passage.

Effects
F  orced Movement  
* Note these do not count as Leaving Combat
Slide: Force move target in any direction
Pull: Force move target directly towards user
Push: Force move target directly away from user

Long Duration
Unsteady: Easier to hit the target, for example Unsteady 2 gives a +2 bonus to-hit from attacks
Fragile: Easier to damage the target, for example Fragile 2 gives a +2 bonus damage from attacks
Weak: Do less damage, for example Weak 2 would mean the target does -2 base damage
Ongoing: Damage over time, ignores all Reflect/Shield/Armor, however not affected by Fragile or other damage boosts

Short Duration (typically)
Stun: Can move but can't attack
Immobile: Can attack but can't move
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